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Abstract: Electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) is a piece of electronic fighting 
which incorporates an assortment of practices which endeavor to decrease or wipe out the 
impact of electronic countermeasures (ECM) on electronic sensors on board vehicles, 
boats and air ship and weapons, for example, rockets. ECCM is otherwise called electronic 
defensive measures (EPM), essentially in Europe. Practically speaking, EPM regularly 
implies protection from sticking. With the innovation going into present day sensors and 
searchers, it is inescapable that every effective framework must have ECCM planned into 
them, in case they become futile on the front line. Indeed, the 'electronic war zone' is 
frequently used to allude to ECM, ECCM and ELINT exercises, showing this has turned 
into an optional fight in itself. Today, progressively ground-breaking hardware with more 
brilliant programming for activity of the radar may probably better separate between a 
moving objective like an airplane and a practically stationary objective like a debris group 
Electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) is a piece of electronic fighting which 
incorporates an assortment of practices which endeavor to diminish or wipe out the impact 
of electronic countermeasures (ECM) on electronic sensors on board vehicles, boats and 
airplane and weapons, for example, rockets. ECCM is otherwise called electronic defensive 
measures (EPM), mainly in Europe. By and by, EPM regularly implies protection from 
sticking. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As far back as gadgets have been utilized fighting trying to pick up prevalence over the 
adversary, exertion has been spent on systems to lessen the adequacy of those hardware. All 
the more as of late, sensors and weapons are being changed to manage this danger. One of the 
most well-known kinds of ECM is radar sticking or caricaturing[1]. This started with the 
Royal Air Force utilization of what they code named window during World War II, which is 
presently regularly alluded to as refuse. Sticking likewise may have started with the British 
during World War II, when they started sticking German radio interchanges[2]–[5].  

In maybe the main case of ECCM, the Germans expanded their radio transmitter control 
trying to 'consume' or supersede the British sticking, which by need of the jammer being 
airborne or further away delivered more fragile sign. This is as yet one of the essential 
strategies for ECCM today. For instance, present day airborne jammers can recognize 
approaching radar signals from other airplane and send them back with irregular deferrals and 
different adjustments trying to befuddle the rival's radar set, making the 'blip' hop around 
fiercely and be difficult to go[6]–[8].  

All the more dominant airborne radars implies that it is conceivable to 'consume' the sticking 
at a lot more prominent ranges by overwhelming the sticking vitality with the genuine radar 
returns[9]–[12]. The Germans were not so much ready to beat the refuse caricaturing in all 
respects effectively and needed to work around it (by controlling the airplane to the objective 
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zone and after that having them outwardly procure the objectives)[13]. Today, increasingly 
amazing gadgets with more intelligent programming for activity of the radar may probably 
better separate between a moving objective like a flying machine and a practically stationary 
objective like a debris group[6]. 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram 

2. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

A significant protection related job of high recurrence (HF) into the great beyond (OTH) 
radar is to give an ability to early cautioning discovery and following of air and ship targets. 
By utilizing the ionosphere as a spread medium, sky wave OTH radars can work at long 
separations to accomplish recognition and following at scopes of 500–3000 km.  

Then again, surface-wave OTH radars abuse vertically spellbound HF signals (3–30 MHz) 
and the conductive properties of ocean water to identify focuses at extents constrained to 
around 250 km. This furthest limit for the most part applies to huge boats and frequencies in 
the lower HF band. 
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